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Pirates Programs
Benefit Local Youth
Reading Pirat es is a read
ing incentive program devel
oped for elem entary students
by Coach Griff Mills. It is one
of ma ny community related
outreach programs offered by
Armstrong's Varsity athletic
teams. Th e program is in its
second year, and has grown
from six schools and 1,000
children, to 21 schools and
over 7,000 children.
Recently, R eading Pirates
participants who had met their
goals by reading a set number
of boo ks, we re invited to at
tend an AASU Basketball
game with their parents free of
charge. After the game, they
were treated to a free pizza
party and awards were given
for the most improved reader
and the best book report.
In November, area elemen
tary students were also treated
to demonstrations by the
AASU Dance team and
Cheerleading squads and lis
tened to local radio talk show
host, Lynn Allen, of Mix 97.3,
read an unusual ve rsion of the
Three Little Pigs, in which the
pigs are made out to be the bad
guys.
Throughout the year, stu
dents of all ages are treated to
special clinics and camps lead
hy AASU athletes, which help
youngsters learn more about
sports and athletics, or help
improve their motor skills and
hoost their self esteem.
On Saturday, January 17,

Girl Scout Troop 90 partici
pated in a Volleyball Clinic at
the sports center. Troop leader
Kathy Morgan said they
learned about the clinic from
flyers passed out at the Girl
Scout Cookie Rally at the
Georgia Guard Armory, and
decided that the girls, mostly
ages eight and nine, would en
joy taking part as a way to ful
fill the new Girl Scout cam
paign: Sports Plus Girls Equals
a Winning Team!

AASU Awarded Nine Grants From
Board of Regents—Money Will Aid in
Faculty and Course Development

Assistant Coach John Marhefka gives awards tc. Reading
Pirates duirng Half time of AASU Pirates Basketball Game.

In to day's colleges and uni sors and students will be able to
versities, research is almost as im use the information to study how
portant as teaching. At some to recruit industry to the area and
schools, quality instruction has patterns of economic develop
taken a back seat to these other ment. TomCato, assistant profes
pressures in academia. The Uni sor of art, wi ll also use his grant
versity System of Georgia, how money to connect professorswith
ever, has designated funds topro the latest t echnology. Cato plans
mote faculty development which to excite both faculty and student
will enhance teaching and learn creativity by exposing both groups
ing. AASU recently received to how computers can enhance
word that they will have nine of creativity.
Applications for the grant
their proposals funded; the high
est number of awards for any money were reviewed by a com
mittee of faculty members from
single institution in the system.
The university system the university system and by ad
awarded over $830,000 for sixty- ministrators from the Board of
nine Teaching and Learning Grant Regents Central O ffice. "These
Awards. AASU received over awards recognize the excellence
$94,000 of that m oney to fund of our faculty members," says
projects in a number of different Frank A. Butler, vice president of
areas. For example, Michael academic affairs and dean of fac
Toma, assistant professor of eco ulty. "Funding one-third of our
nomics, received money to design proposals is a vote of confidence
a computer simulated model of the for ourprofessors and their devel
Sanvannah area economy. Profes opment as quality teachers."
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Who has it easier in life, men or
women? Let us know your opinion!

Armstrong Atlantic State University

the Inkwell
1998 Publication/Submission Schedule
Submissions Due for:

Publication Date

Winter '98

January 23
February 6
February 20

February 5 (valentine's)
February 19
March 5 (Spring Break)

Spring '98

March 6
March 27
April 1 0
April 24
May 8

March 26 (April Fool's)
April 9
April 23
May 7
May 21

The word "curfew" comes from the French expression eouvnfeu
which means cover the fire.

Health & Nutrition
by Judith Sheldon
The outbreak of a new form of
influenza in Hong Kong has alarmed
health authorities around the world.
This strain of virus was previously
thought to infect only poultry. But it
unexpectedly "jumped" to several
people, some of whom died. This has
led to fears that we may be seeing the
start of a global outbreak of a poten
tially fatal form of flu, perhaps simi
lar to the strain that caused the epi
demic of 1918 in which 21 million
people died.
As this is being written, scientists
are working to develop an effective
vaccine for this flu virus. However,
since flu vaccines are grown in chick
en eggs, and since this viral strain
kills chicken eggs, the researchers
must find another medium. This will
take time, and if the virus does spread
beyond Hong Kong, there's no telling
how m any people might be infected,
and how many of them may die
before a suitable medium is found.
Meanwhile, scientists are looking
for viruses similar to the one killing
chickens, but which do not have the
same lethal effect on chicken eggs.
It's possible that a vaccine made from
these near relatives could protect
against infection by the killer strain.
Scientists are also working on a com
puter-created clone of the new Hong
Kong virus.
Right now, th e best protection we
have is to maintain a healthy immune
system. If you smoke, stop. Add
more antioxidants (vitamins C, E,
Beta-Carotene, etc.) to your diet.
Establish a regular exercise routine.
Avoid stress and fatigue. Stay out of
crowds where you might more easily
catch cold. Remember that the hands
cany microorganisms. Avoid touch
ing your face, especially around the
eyes, where most cold viruses enter.
If you haven't had your flu shot this
past fall and early winter, there's still
time to get one. It won't protect you
against the new Hong Kong strain,
but it could keep you from c ompro
mising your immune system by com
ing down with the flu for which the
vaccine was developed.

us to use your name just tell us
so, and we'll keep you anon,,
mous. Please, don't u se any
slanderous or derogatory re.
marks, or we will not use you,
comments at all.
thanks... ed.
Armstrong Atlantic
State Uniuersity
11935 Rbercorn Street
Sauannah, Gfl 31419

(912) 927-5351
FflH 9 21-5497
e-mail:inkuiell@
mallgate.armstrong.edu
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Question: What do you ever thought about was sex, and
call a man who dresses like a felt that if womewere beautiful,
they actually had a worse time
woman?
in life, because unattractive
Answer: A Transvestite
Now, what do you call a women would hate them for be
woman who dresses like a ing beautiful, and men, whether
man?
attractive or not, would see them
Answer: A trend setter.
as sex objects and not as human
When a radio talk show beings, capable of being what
host recently asked it's listen ever they chose to be.
ers who had it easier, men or
We want to know what our
women, response was mixed. readers think. Do men have it
Men said that young, easier than women, or do
pretty women had it easier, women have it easier than men.
Women said that they had a Do attractive men have the same
harder time in life because problems or advantages as atthey were the ones that gave tractive women, and which
birth.
would you rather be?
Men said women had an
E-mail your comments to us at:
unfair advantage in life. They inkwell@mailgate.armstrong.edu.
could manipulate men and get
If you don't have a home
them to do whatever they computer, you can get a free Piwanted with the promise of sex. rate e-mail account from the
Women thought all men Computer Lab. If you don't want
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to join Jewish students from colleges across
the Southeast in beautiful ChsifetOD, South
Carolina for a weekend of fun/ and ytuv
S PI T Tin the °!tot 3dlVe 5yn9*°*ue in the ^ States CKahal
Betfl E,ohlm)' enl°y cooking out on Folly
(the edit trfAm*ricA.y anA
participate in. rprograms designed to
vu insure
..Durcda jJOCML,
uvihl, cultural
amrai and
anc} educational '
exoerienrf*
fo rremember.
^MIOMKO* A If
/ii still
..HIhave plenty
.
***
experience to
All that andJ .you'll
offree time to check out everything our historic city has to offer.

members of the Charleston Jewish community.

All activities and meals will be INCLUDED in the $30 fee
Please return registration forms by February 27,1998.
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PtaawMmyoSwneethMmiBNafcct housing assignment (Swgies, etc.)

Would you Ike to go on a guided tour of Chatestan?

®m*Lb|in8 8 sleeping ba8 and pillow. We
" "T- but w e can't promise Ht.
"long
» cbeck for
^Omade payable to Jewish St-rtfa
Jewish Student Union
c/o Jewish Studies Program
College of Charleston
Charleston, SC 29424
All applicants will receive more infoimation
and directions by mail or by m.;i

For more Information, contactIs there anything else special tfiat you would like to do or see whie in Charleston?
11 Ann s'ein

C o n t r i b u t i n g Writers
Welcome
P h o t o s by
B r i a n Pol czynslcl
D e s m a l Pure ed
BJ English
HI Harris
adulsor
The Inkwell is published and distrib

Arrangements will be
Visiting students will be hosted
by College of.Charleston Jewish Student Onion members or

Name.
Address.
City_
College or University
e-mail address

R o n l Richardson
J u n i o r s t a f f writer

at (803)953-5738

uted bi-weekly, five timesduringthe
Fall, Winter and Spring Quarters on
alternate Wednesdays. Copies
available in distribution boxes
throughout the campus or can be
subscribed to by mail for $24a year
The Inkwell welcomes letters
and comments for improvement pro
vided that they are clearly written or
typed. All letters submitted for pub
lication must be signed and a
number should be provided forvefl'
fication purposes. Names will
withheld upon request.
The Inkwell welcomes publ|C
announcements, press releases, ete
Such information will be pu blish®"
free of chaige at the discretion of th®
editorial staff.
The comments and opinions ex
pressed in this publication do no
necessarily express the opinions
wlw
VUIVI than the
anyone
other
J
* rperson L.
has written them and are not t o
taken as a reflection upon the vie*
of the faculty, administrators.
University System of Georgia orthe
Board of Regents.
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Another death to star-crossed 'SNL' cast
» ' » S S° f T ® ^ 1 l S a t u r d a y N i 9 h t U v e " c a s t m e m b e r s t o d i e y o u n g
Before SNL, some performed with the Second City comedy troupes in Chicago or Toronto.

V
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John Bolushi

Gilda Radner

Cast member,
1975-79

Sam Klnison

Cast member,
1975-79.

John Candy

Guest host

Guest host

Michael
O'Donoghue

Age: 33

Age: 42

Age: 38

Age: 43

Writer and cast
member, 1970s.

A member of
Second City
casts in Toronto
and Chicago;
died of ovarian
cancer in 1989.

The standup
comedian, who
appeared on the
show several
times; died in a
1992 car crash.

Candy won two
Emmys with
TV's SCTV" out
of Toronto; died
of a heart attack
In 1994.

A former member
of Chicago's
Second City,
died of a drug
overdose in 1982.

j

mfimmm.

Age: 54
O'Donoghue
teamed with
Radner before
"SNL"; died of a
cerebral hemor
rhage in 1994.

Danitra Vance

Chris Farley

Cast member,
1985-86.

Cast member,
1990-95

Age: 35

Age: 33

A Second City
member, she
became the first
black woman on
the "SNL" cast;
died of cancer
in 1994.

A member of the
Second City
touring group;
he was found
dead in a Chicago
apartment on
Dec. 18.
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ITS TIME AGAIN-- Calliope

is looking for
Creative Student Submissions
for its 1998 edition.

Submissions can be placed in any of the boxes
located in the Writing Center,
the Lane Library, the Cafeteria,
and the Fine Arts Building.
(Coming Soon to University Hall and Jenkins Hall)

Art work submissions can be dropped off in
the Writing Center (Gamble 109).

Deadline for submitting is 3/16/98
All Submissions should be labeled with student's name, address, and phone number.

Good Behavior vs. Bad Behavior:
Are Relaxed Rules at Home Lead
ing to Rude Behavior in School?
Recently, the Inkwell received a number of inquiries
from professors asking us to investigate possible reasons for
the growing number of poorly
behaved students they see in
their classrooms. Professors
cited incidents in which students
arrive late to class on a regular
basis, talk when the lecture is
or do homework for other
classes, and then getangry when
the professor will not repeat
something they did not hear, because they were not listening.
The greatest change they
have noted from students of today verses students of 10 years
ago is a lack of respect for authorityfigures. Inkwell reporter
,
D J, \I
Radha Narayanan suggests hat
students who exhibit bad behavior may simply be more relaxed and at ease around authority figures than were students of ages past. She also
questions whether being brought
up properly at home (to respect
others and follow rules of courteous behavior in varying situations), makes a difference in
one's public behavior. What do
you,hint? Take our behavior
quiz on page 15 and return it by
F„ur,.n„, ,Cat,
A
./I
ebruary 6th, and we II en ter

if they come into class late and
have no place else to sit.
What about people listening
to music on headphones while
they are taking notes in class, or
blowing big bubbles while
chewing gum and making loud
popping noises? At what point
does an everyday behavior become rude and inappropriate?

Classifieds
$300-$500
Distributing Phone Cards.
No experience necessary.
For more information send
a self-adressed stamped
envelope to:Primetime
Communications, P.O.
Box 694335, Miami, FL
33269-1355.

EARN
$750-$1500/WEEK
Raise all the money your
student group needs by spon
soring a VISA fundraiser on
your campus. No investment
& very little time is needed.
There's no obligation, so why
not call for information today.
1-800-323-8454 x 95

FREE T -SHIRT
+$1000
Credit Card, fundraisers
for fraternities, sororities
& groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
S5.00/VISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext 65.
Qualified callers receive

FREE T-SHIRT.
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in some settings and not in others?
How can one tell whether
perks they receive is a free park tigious thing that means a lot to
the behavior is really inappropri.
ing space with their title on it. them. They„ EARNED „.
those
vuv
ate, or whether the person com, „ ens using e qua ICS
Reserved student leader spaces; please don't belittle their
plaining about the behavior is
"If _spaces take up about 9 parking positions by assuming you a re
being unjustly intolerant? Have t u a t „ n n t e n t i a l l v H a m r p m i K sPots along Arts Drive at the more important than they are. We
you ever had a professor that situation exists involving wet ^Cc?U'ld?-g' ^?n?de spaces 'earneclhow 10 share 'n kindergarlocks the door five seconds af™floors
'
£r TS?A
7 ^ 7 ^^ k
ter class has begun and refuses
It seems that the hallways d JL of^hidenfrVmrt fwhn kn't t?l Ite t0 S,ea 1
.7 d°n1
, ,.
• o T l j l. l
L. •!,
i
j/ dent or Student Court (who isn t belong to us. Maybe that s a e sto let anyone in? Is bad behav- to the pool are covered m water on ^
u at ^
sQn ^ q{ ^
tQ
lor growing to be more preva- and are slippery and dangerous.
.
These students must fre
before W£ take a(Jv
of
lent, or are we becoming less tol- Onewomanhad begun wearing quently mn errandS) deliver sup_ someone who doesn'tdeservethat
erant of different behaviors?
™er so'e^ sh°es t0 the pooI> plies, cany heavy equipment and kind of treatment. Then again, if
The tolerance point for "
!h h caa f
go to and from campus several you would like to beStudent Gov"bad" behavior is different for
if ha^ b^en^u ^ ^d ffft dmes during the day. When other ernment President, Inkwell Editor
everyone. There are various fac- outdoor carpeting^ oTnonslh) PeoP^e park 'n dieir spots, it is or Student Photographer for a day
tors that influence how well a strips be installed from the bath- m0re t*lan 311 inconven'ence, it is and deal with all the crap t hey
person is able to tolerate differ- rooms to the pool entrance to a ^ hassle, especially if it is rain- have to take; they'll gladly letyou
and ^ey ^ave to deliver art- park in theirspaces any time! Roll
ent behaviors. How a person is I p revent slipping
brought up is a big influence on
work or heavy electronic equip- in at 5:00 punch out at 9:00,-hey,
how he or she will behave to- Vflflitv fhpv nnmn ment across town, or pick up an who's idea was that
D'oh!!
X
wards others, and how that per- fe
son will act in different situaT
,, •
. ,
S?
had ennnT "t?" Ik
University
Hall atOdds
J
V
T'
So all right, maybe it isn t
«s bad enough when other
tions. For example, a person a problem to some people, but students paift in these blue labeled With Mother Nature

Slip Sliding Away

treeZfedckeS'riSST?" '° w! Pr0per'y thewom™.MAASU would like resetted spaces, but at least they
Some students attending
will act that way, while a person to see their old mirror in the can be given warnings or issued ciass at tbe newly opened uniraised in an environment with
ARC locker room restored be- tickets to discourage them from versitv Hall thought thev w ere
By Radha Narayanan
relaxed mles will display them- fween the multiple electric out- parking there again. Unfortu- under attack when three lo ud
selves in a relaxed manner 7 ^ey use t0 plug in their nately. when a Health Professions cracks rang out scaring them
You probably have seen which may often be interpreted cl™ tTwe7hSter°swim Z
^ ^7? °" a regU" ha,f to death. As it turned out;
someone with a pager that beeps by others as being rude.
cIass
V" °c~ °f the reserved the noise they heard was not gun
during class, or have seen people
Of course, society plays a
Have you ever tried to blow rZ!t°l!JGA officer police fire, but birds whacking into the
constantly talking to their major impact on what is consid- dry long or unruly hair without the fact thatZanv^taff' ??lte shining glass exterior facing the
friends during class time. Most ered to be acceptable behavior the" a ssistance of a mffror to Tpofwere ope7barelv SfaS W°°dSIf y°U'Ve never tned t0
people will agree that these type and what is not. Today's society make sure you aren't coming down from the student'^™?
out
of
t
hrough
3 c,osed sliding glass
ehaviors are for the most part, has become more tolerant of acthere looking like a punk
While it might be understand
.
rocker
with
a
d
d
made a f°o1 f
rude and inconsiderate. How- tions that would
havee been
unymg °o?
able to park there just once ifnn" T
ttv/uava nav
UCCII uilf
r
flnded
ever, it is not always so clear- thinkable in the past. The quesWhile you are at it, a little other spaces were avadabTe th?
' °
"P in the h°f
waiting to have your face
cut to define good behavior and tion then becomes: is this re- ventilation in the old gym kind of behavior is mde d
bad behavior. A certain behav- laxed attitude towards behavior wouldn't be such a bad thing ei- called for and shows a iLkofre" stltcJ>ed "Pi don't laugh
Many birds break their
spect for thedifficult job these sto
ior may be considered rude by good or bad? Everyone will have then Phew, it's hot in there!
dent leaders perform
T
7 beaks flying
one person and perfectly accept- a different answer to that ques
AASU
P olirp r^fi.CO
Af least
AAOTT
Aective glass and mirrors. They
able by another. For example, tion. What is your opinion?
Kel *acul*y Members
ticketFacuUyMenfber,
tne
the student who props his or her
her
Take the behavior quiz on ™
^™
tickets re- and assume it js a continuation
who
f«l upon the empty
Park in Student L,„,, rl„'LuJ/ ""T Park °f their own forested world,
rv desk in page 15
^ and let us know how
front
of
them
may
think
they
are
you
feel?
front ofthem may think they are youfeel?
Leader's reserved
reserved snaeest
Some people paste silho.spaces
doing no harm. They may be unLetters and comments may
e
eS
So who's a student leader, vidual would have been issued a " °f birdS °"the wind°WS A
der the belief that they are tak- be sent to:
lssued a a warning. Others have tned
and why should I care if thev tieket if
U A A
ing a relaxed attitude and are not
The Inkwell
stained glass decorations. Maybe
have to park in the overcrowded in an administrator^?
concerned that their feet may be
11935 Abercorn St.
parking lot like everyone else? space or a handicao zone?
°Ur ^ department could Wnl ,,
covered in mud (or worse), and
Savannah, GA 31419
Well, student leaders reprePleLi Z 7
,
into a projectto liven up those mall
that no one wants to look at their or e-mail us at:
sen. all of us students SSe
T like ^ls-» ** <**
«'f
the Stray CatS wiU ^ wdl fed
feet or brush the dirt off the seat inkwell@mailgate.armstrong.edu Of pay that often amounts to vantage of their narking
about $2 an hour. One of the Having a reserved space isTpS- p^'^000 "" SOny that W3S
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Seafood Is Brain Food

Hangover Hints

(NAPS)—It's well known that

full-flavored fish, such as wild
Alaska salmon, contains high lev
els of omeg a-3 fatty acids, that
may reduce the risk of heart dis
ease and cancer. Recent studies
show that one of these omega-3s,
linolenic acid, can also work won
ders on our gray matter by help
ing our bodies to make d ocosahexaenoic acid (DHA )—the brain's
primary structural fatty acid.
Scientists once thought that
DHA wa s only crucial to brain
development before bi rth and dur
ing infancy, but new reports have
linked a deficiency of DHA to
depression, dyslexia , and atten
tion-deficit d isorder in children
and adults. Of course, DHA is just
one nutri tional bonus that comes
from eating fish, which is also rich
in h igh qu ality p rotein, calcium,
zinc, and vitamins B and D.
Need more reasons to put some
fish on your plate? Co nsider this:
Even the richest fish contains only
15 percent fat. You can lower toted
fat and saturated f at in your diet
significantly with a weekly serv
ing of salmon, halibut, or cod.
FETTUCCINE WITH S ALMON,
FENNEL AND RED PEPPER

The tiny, soft bones found in
canned salmon are completely edible
and also a great source of calcium.
Makes 4 servings

2 teaspoons olive oil
2 cups sliced fennel
3 cloves garlic, chopped
h teaspoon dried thyme
Vi cup water
1 can (14.75-ounee) Alaskan
red sockeye salmon
1 jar (12-ounce) roasted red
pepper, drained and
chopped
1 can (15-ounce) small white
beans, rinsed and drained
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All About Blood

(NAPS)—Every th ree seconds,
someone needs blood. Every
minute, patients use more than 36
units of blood or blood products.
While an estimated eight mil
lion people do nate blood in the
U S. each ye ar, that's less than
five p ercent of the number of
healthy Americans eligible to give.

American colonists found many oil wells while looking for salt. Salt
makers regarded petroleum oil as a nuisance, but other people sold it
as a cure for physical ailments.

QUICK QUIZ

(NAPS)—What causes hang
overs? You may be surprised to
find out it's not alcohol.
The substances that cause
hangovers are impurities, called
congeners, found in some alco
holic drinks—not the alcohol
itself.

?????????????
r?????77??7????
???????????????

2 cubes chicken or
vegetable bouillon
12 ounces fettuccine
1 tablespoon cornstarch
dissolved in 1 tablespoon
cold water
2 tablespoons chopped fresh
parsley
1. In large skillet, heat oil.
Add fennel and saute 5 min
utes. Add garlic and thyme;
saute 3 minutes. Stir in water
and cook until most of the
water evaporates.
2. Drain salmon; discard
skin. Flake salmon into large
chunks. Stir salmon, roasted
red pepper, and beans into
fennel mixture; set aside.
3. Heat 8 cups water to
boiling; add bouillon and stir
to dissolve. Add fettuccine
and cook until tender. Drain
pasta, reserving 1 cup hot
cooking water. Stir corn
starch mixture into hot water;
stir hot water into salmon
mixture. Cook salmon mix
ture, stirring, until liquid
thickens. Stir in parsley.
4. To serve, top pasta with
salmon mixture. Garnish, if
desired, with fennel fronds.
Nutrition information per serv
ing—protein: 41g; fat: llg; carbo
hydrate: lOOg; fib er: 14g; sodium:
782mg; cholesterol: 41 mg; calo
ries: 667.

Donating blood is simple and
safe. The prospective donor must
be at least 17 years old in most
states, be in good health and
weigh at least 110 pounds. A per
son can donate blood every eight
weeks.
Each unit of blood is separated
into many components, which
may be transfused to a number of
different individuals.
The American Association of
Blood Banks, America's Blood
Centers and the American Red
Cross salute past and present
blood donors, and encourage regu
lar blood donations from healthy
first-time and repeat donors. Call
your local blood bank to make an
appointment to donate.

?7??7??????7?????????????7????m77™7?7?????7????777???7???

Test Your Tax I.Q.
(NAPS)—How much do you
know about the law that says how
much you owe? The Internal
Revenue Code (IRC) spells out
how much you must pay Uncle
Sam each year. Here's a short
quiz to test your IRC I.Q.
(Answers at bottom.)
1. The national income tax was
first levied: a. shortly after the
Revolutionary War b. to pay down
debt incurred by the War of 1812
c. during the Civil War d. shortly
before the First World War?
2. Compared to the original
IRC, today's tax code is: a. 10 times
longer b. 25 times longer c. 75
times longer d. 150 times longer?
3. The original IRC required
only one form to collect taxes.
Today, the complexity of the code
has caused the IRS to develop a.
nearly 100 different forms b. near
ly 225 different forms c. more
than 375 different forms d. more
than 550 different forms.
4. Americans spend 1.7 billion
hours each year completing their
individual income tax forms. How
many hours do business owners
spend trying to comply with the
tax code? a. about the same
amount of time b. about twice as
many hours c. about five times as
many hours d. about 10 times as
many hours.
5. What is the ratio of compli
ance costs (record-keeping and
other paperwork requirements) to

Activated carbon pills can
diminish alcohol's hangover
effects.

income tax paid for small-business
owners? a. $1.50:$1 ($1.50 in com
pliance costs for every $1 in taxes
paid) b. $3.45:$1 c. $5.75:$1 d.
$7.25:$1.
The nation's leading smallbusiness advocacy group, the
National Federation of Inde
pendent Business (NFIB), has
launched a national "Campaign to
Abolish the IRS Code."
NFIB is. collecting a million sig
natures on a petition that calls on
Congress to kill the current tax
code by December 31, 2000,
replacing it with a fairer—and far
simpler—tax system. More than
100 members of Congress already
have signed a pledge to sunset the
code. To add your name to the
Campaign to Abolish the IRS
Code, call 1-888-NOT4IRS or
check out the campaign's website:
www.not4irs.org.

Answers: l.c—Enacted in 1861 as a temporary revenue measure,
the first income tax was repealed in 1872. An effort to revive the tax in
1894 was ruled unconstitutional. The modern income tax began in
1913, with ratification of the 16th amendment. 2.d—The original
(1913) IRC was 14 pages long; today it runs to 2,200 pages. (The anno
tated code, containing court rulings to clarify what the code means, fills
14 volumes—one for each page of the original code.) 3.c—The IRS pub
lishes more than 400 separate forms (and more than 100 different
instruction books to help people figure out how to use them.) 4.b—
Business owners spend 3.4 billion hours annually on tax compliance
(the equivalent of 3 million full-time employees working on nothing but
taxes year round.) 5.d—Small corporations pay a minimum of $724 in
compliance costs for every $100 paid in taxes. (The compliance burden
is at least 24 times greater for small firms than for big business.)

Typical hangover symptoms
include headache, halitosis,
thirst, gastric irritation, fatigue
and dizziness.
The best method to ward off a
hangover involves activated char
coal. That substance is often used
to "filter" whiskeys and produce
less of a hangover by removing
many of the congeners before
they are absorbed into the body.
If you know you'll be in an
environment where you may
overindulge in alcohol, consider
using activated carbon pills prior
to, during or after drinking, as
they line the stomach and
UlLVBtlllCO.
One brand, Sob'r-K, is made
from a patented, all-natural type
of activated carbon that has been
proven to be the most effective for
the adverse effects of alcohol. The
pills have no side effects.
To learn more, call toll-free 1888-774-2760 or visit its Web site
at http://www.hangovercure.com.

For most people, scientists
say, from three to five dreams,
each lasting from 10 to 30 min
utes, occur during eight hours of
sleep.

Sports Quiz
by Aaron E. Tucker

Giving b lood helps save lives.
nQ

many
needed.

more'donors are

More tha n 23 million units of
°od and blood components are
ransfused each year. More is
. . ed help with accident vie
ws, people un dergoing surgery
Patients receiving treatment
f
or leukemia, cancer, sickle cell
emia or other diseases.

When traveling on extended
stay business, one-third of
respondents told a survey they
bring a photo of family or friends
with them. Six percent bring a
picture of their pets.

1. How many base hits did baseball
legend Willie Mays fall short of
attaining 3,000 lifetime?
2. Name the first Brooklyn Dodger
to hit four home runs in a game.
3. Name the only baseball player to
ever win M.V.P. Awards in both the
National and American Leagues.
4. Where did today's N.B.A.'s
Philadelphia 76ers originally call
home before their move?
5. Name the Boston Celtics' alltime leading scorer.
6. Prior to moving to New Jersey,
name two other cities the N.H.L.
Devils have called home.
7. Name the golfer who has cap
tured the most Majors championships

in a career.
8. What country is professional
golfer Nick Price from?
9. What tennis player has captured
the most Freeh Champtionship
Singles Titles?
10. Name the former N.B.A. player
who had the nickname "Tiny".

Sports Quiz Answers
1. Willie fell eight short with 2,992;
2. Gil Hodges in 1950; 3. Frank
Robinson with Baltimore (A.L.) and
Cincinnati (N.L.); 4. Syracuse; 5.
John Havlicek with 26,395; 6. Kansas
City and Denver; 7. Jack Nicklaus; 8.
South Africa; 9. Chris Evert-Lloyd
with 7; 10. Nate Archibald
C 1998 King Features Synd., Inc.
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Men's Basketball Update

Pirates Take Two
Games From Lander
By David Bowman
In a recent home match
against Lander University, Arm
strong won both the Men's and
the Women's games. The
women won their game convinc
ingly with a 72-55 victory. The
Lady Pirates had 13 steals and a
blocked shot while playing solid
defense and their offense was
dominating. The Lady Pirates
shot 100% from behind the three
point arc while shooting 43% for
the total field goals. Sonia Oliver
led the scoring for both teams
with 15 points and Demetria

McClouden continued to con
tribute with 12 points. Sonia
Oliver also led the Pirates in re
bounding with 11 boards.
The men had a slightly closer
game, winning 59-53 after lead
ing by seven points at half-time.
Mario Anderson led the Pirates
in scoring with 13 and close be
hind him was P. Samuel with 12
points. The Pirates held the re
bound advantage, largely due to
Samuel, who had 11 rebounds,
and Anderson who added 9. The
Pirates played strong defense,
with 13 steals and 7 blocked shots.

The Boy's of Summer start the
Winter Season in one week!
By BJ English
With all the hoopla over home
coming and the Peachbelt basketball
tournament coming to AASU, a lot
of folks are unaware that Baseball
and Tennis are starting soon.

The Pirates have significantly
improved their pitchingrotation and
depth this year, and it has been re
ported that 5 of AASU's pitchers
have been clocked throwir^Hn the
90 m.pJi. zone!Which isa good rea-

Tunct .kojl gama of tko. coa_

ccrn to remember not to park your

son will be held atAASU thisJanu
ary 31st, as the Pirates take on St.
Andrews in a doubleheader starting
11:00 A.M. Saturday and again on
Sunday the 31st at 1:00 P.M.
On February 5th, the Pirates
take onAlbany State at2:00 P.M.in
the AASU field behind the tennis
courts.

car behind the baseball diamond
fence!!!
If you or anyone you know,
wishes to cover baseball action for
the Inkwell, we are willing to pay
for photos and text. Come by and
see us in room 202 above the caf
eteria, and go out and support your
home team!

from Pirates Report
basketball. It was a chance for

Aerobics Classes
Return to Sports
Center
By Lynn Roberts
The aerobic classes spon
sored by Intramurals and
Recreation are being offered
at 12:10 Monday -Friday and
5:30 Monday - Thursday.
Beginning on Tuesday, Janu
ary 20 the classes will resume
on the North Balcony of the
o
Un I
Sports
The arena floor was be
ing resurfaced at the begin

ning of school, and the strong
fumes caused us to cancel the
5:30 classes for that week,
and move the 12:10 classes to
the Aquatics and Recreation
Center.
If you have any ques
tions regarding these classes,
contact Lynn Roberts at 921-

2080.

We're looking
for a few good
players!

Volleyball Tryout
Saturday, January 24th
Armstrong Atlantic State University
Alumni Arena
l-3pm
High School Seniors &
Junior College Players Welcome
Refreshments following
Call ahead (912) 921-5842

The AASU men's basketball
opened their season with a trip
north to Indiana. The University
of INdianapolis was holding the
Coca-Cola Classic, a four team
tournament. The Pirates fell to
the host school 67-59 the first
night. The Pirates started slowly
in the opening game against Indianapolis, but behind Kuzian
and Guard Steve Ray the Pirates
came storming back. Ray's five
three pointers helped Armstrong
cut the margin down to three, but
could not get any closer. However, they bounced back the next
night to defeat the Mighty Oaks
of Oakland City University 6663. Kuzian and fellow big man
Warren McClendon led a strong
inside game. Kuzian had 21
points and 9 rebounds, while
newcomer McClendon domi
nated the game with 14 points
and 18 rebounds. Senior Marcin
Kuzian was named to the AllTournament team.
The trip was about more than

the team to see some of thetradition in the crazed Basketball
State. The Pirates arrived on
Thursday, November 13th, with
their traveling party, which in eluded members of the administration and faculty. President
Burnett, his wife, Mary, V icePresident Stegall, and Dr. Will
Lynch were included in the
travel plans as well as other avid
Pirate supporters. Once they
checked into the hotel they proceeded to Terre Haute, Indiana,
Coach Mills hometown. They
visited the Boys Club where
Coach Mills shared his learning
experience of basketball from
his father. The team then w ent
to Larry Bird's Boston Connec
tion, a restaurant and hotel that
displays Larry Bird's basketball
memorabilia. Before enjoying a
wonderful dinner at Coach
Mill's home, the team had their
favorite activity, a snowball
fight. The team is currently 7-8
(2-3 in their division).

blir

Women's Basketball Update
from Pirates Report

Lady Pirates. AASU rallied to tie
the score with 2:10 remaining,
The Lady Pirate basketball sea but lost 65-60. They then tr av
son is under way. The season eled to Lynn University, where
started on the road at an always the Pirates showed poise against
tough Presbyterian College. Af pressure and played solid de 
ter a hard fought contest the fense as they defeated the
Lady Pirates were defeated 69- Knights, 74-56. Junior transfer
55. Sonia Oliver led AASU with Demetria McClouden getting
12 points and 9 rebounds. The her first start of the year re
next test for the Lady Pirates was sponded well scoring 21 points
crosstown rival Savannah State. and grabbing 6 rebounds. The
The Lady Pirates handled the next game was again a tough test
pressure of the opposing team for the Lady Pirates, as they had
and came away victorious, win to play Barry University, picked
ning 66-61 in front of a large
to win the Sunshine State Con
crowd. Sonia Oliver and Christa ference. After a slow start, get
Vaughan led the way with inside ting out-scored 23-0 the Lady
scoring and rebounding combin
Pirates couldn't rebound and lost
ing for 26 points and 23 re 82-40. The Lady Pirates hope the
bounds. The home opener ver
tough schedule will prepare them
sus Barton College, who is
for the challenging Peach Belt
picked to win the Carolinas-Vir
conference, when play opens up
ginia conference, was another
against the defending champs,
challenging opponent for the
Kennesaw State University.

Writers Wanted!

if you art

interested in wri ting for the Inkwell
please call us at 927-5351.
P a y i s b a s e d o n e x p e r i e n c e an c
adherence to deadlines.

OF HEALTH

MarcellaA. Hart, Ph.D., R.N.
Graduate Program in Nursing

immunized, the illness results in
(NAPS)—First grown for food
muscle spasms, breathing diffi and animal feed in Asia more
Beware Of Sjogren's Syndrome
culties, and heart disturbances. than 2,000 years ago, soybeans
(NAPS)—An otherwise healthy,
Individuals need tetanus shots are approaching their third mil active mother of six, had the flu in
lennium as a source of products 1986 and never felt well after
every 10 years.
for better health and a cleaner wards. She began developing a
The incidence of Tubercu environment.
variety of symptoms—a mouth so
Some 381,000 farmers in 31 dry it was difficult to speak and
losis was in decline in the 1970's
states produce about 2 billion
and 1980 s but is on the increase bushels of soybeans annually, eat; unusually frequent dental
As part of the admission re today. This is a very contagious with each bushel yielding 11 problems; dry, gritty eyes and
blurry vision; swollen salivary
quirements for AASU, you were disease that results in cough, fe pounds of soy oil and 48 pounds of glands; fatigue ttnd paralyzing
high-protein meal.
joint inflammation. Her doctor
asked to update your immuniza ver, severe fatigue, chest pain,
Nearly cholesterol-free soybean thought the stress of a family cri
tions for Measles, Mumps, and and weight loss. In the elderly, oil contains eight amino acids sis and a demanding job as a
Rubella (German m easles) and homeless, and other lower socio essential to good nutrition. nurse were to blame.
glands, particularly the salivary
Eighty-five percent of all mar
When her complications be glands, causing patients to suffer
tetanus. An d in some cases you economic populations the result garine is derived from soybean oil.
came more severe, her doctor sent
needed a TB test and hepatitis can be death. However, this ill Protein-rich soy oil is in foods her to a specialist. Finally, after from dry eyes and mouth.
Sjogren's syndrome patients also
B v accine. You r qu estion may ness is easily diagnosed with the such as salad dressing, mayon nearly six years of painful, debili have a greater risk for developing
naise, and vegetable oil.
tating symptoms, she was diag
have been "Why do I need those tuberculin skin test and treated
In addition, soybean oil is con nosed with Sjogren's (SHOW- other autoimmune diseases, such
shots?" The purpose of this col with medications.
tributing to a cleaner environ grens) syndrome. Eventually, as lupus and rheumatoid arthri
ment.
Biodiesel fuel made with she developed related difficulties tis. There is no known cure, but
umn is to a nswer questions
Hepatitis B virus (HBV) is
symptoms can be managed.
soybean oil can be blended with
about these immunizations.
The U.S. Public Health Services
an infection primarily of young regular diesel fuel to power buses, with balance and concentration.
In 1993, memory problems forced Office on Women's Health lists
You may a lso be saying, adults. Three hundred thousand trucks, and farm vehicles. This her to leave her job.
Sjogren's syndrome, along with
"No one gets measles or mumps new cases occur annually in the renewable fuel cuts exhaust emis
Her story is typical of Sjogren's other autoimmune diseases, as an
sions
from
diesel
engines.
Soybean
syndrome patients. Because many important and neglected health
anymore." The reason you do US, and approximately one mil
oil also is being used to make doctors are unfamiliar with the
not h ear of these illnesses too lion individuals are HBV carri hydraulic fluid, industrial sol disease, most sufferers remain issue affecting American women. As
a class of illnesses, autoimmune dis
often is that in the United States ers. The illness starts with flu vents, paint, crayons, and hand undiagnosed and untreated for an eases are the fourth leading cause
average of six years. Sjogren's of disability in women, with an
we have mandatory im muniza like symptoms that may turns cleaner.
The miracle bean also plays a affects more than one million peo annual cost to the nation of an esti
tion l aws. However, a ccording into liver problems in 25% of key role in meeting the needs of ple in the United States, and
mated $86 billion.
to the Healthy Peop le 2000, the cases; the course of this illness the Information Age. More than women account for more than 90
The Arthritis Foundation has a
free brochure on Sjogren's syn
immunization rate in the United can last for three to six months. one-third of all newspaper pub percent of diagnosed cases.
lishers and 25 percent of all com
"Sjogren's syndrome is a debili
States for children less than two Again this illness poses in mercial printers in the United tating disease that is poorly diag drome available from 1-800-2837800 or www.arthritis.org. There
years of age is only 71%; only creased risks for women of States use ink that contains soy nosed and undertreated," said are two national patient support
oil for color printing. Ann L. Parke, M.D., professor of organizations for Sjogren's syn
60% who needed it received the childbearing age. An infected bean
Newspaper readers have found medicine in the Division of drome: The Sjogren's Syndrome
flu vaccine; while approxi newborn has an increased like- that soy ink doesn't rub off the Rheumatology at the University of Foundation, Inc. (1-800-4-SJO(iREN; or www aincrron nr\\ ar\A
mately 16% received the Hepa lihood for chronic hepatitis page as does petroleum-based ink. Connecticut Health Center.
Soy ink can be removed from
Sjogren's syndrome is a chron the National Sjogren's Syndrome
titis B v accine. The US should (liver infection).
paper more effectively than ic, inflammatory disease that Association (1-800-395-6772;
Unlike immunizations for petroleum-based ink, which facili damages the moisture-producing www.sjogrens.org).
have a 100% rate. The state of
Georgia is doing well in this area childhood diseases, the adult tates paper recycling.
Whether it's processed into
of pu blic heal th. In 1995 two population is encouraged to ob healthy food, fuel, or ink, the soy
thirds of Georgia's counties met tain flu shot particularly those bean is proving to be one of the
SOY OIL PRODUCTION PROMOTES NEW USES
or exceeded a 90% rate.
over 65 years of age. You know most versatile crops around.
the
symptoms
of
the
flu.
The
flu
Because there still are c hil
Ink
=500,000,000 gallons
dren and adults who are not ad vaccine may not prevent the dis
Paint
equately immunized, the goal is ease, but obtaining a flu shot can
Crayons
to "catch you when we can," and result in milder symptoms.
Biodiesel
In 1900 communicable dis
get you immunized. The other
Hydraulic
reason is that measles, mumps, eases were the leading cause of
Fluid
and rubella, when they oc cur in death in the US. Today other ill
Industrial
adults, usu ally resul t in more nesses have replaced infectious
Solvents
severe symptoms and complica diseases as the leading killers.
Tar can be removed from skin
Hand
tions. With measles, mumps, and However, communicable dis by squeezing on toothpaste and
Cleaner
rubbing.
tetanus, an adult in fection can eases have not vanished from
1966
1976
1906
1996
Graphic courtesy of John Deere
lead to death from such illnesses our lives. They continue to pose
More th an 2 billion g allons of s oybean oil were processed from
as Pneumonia, ence phalitis, or a challenge to health care pro
1.42 billion b ushels of soy beans harvested in 1996. This versatile oil
respiratory distress.
viders and in certain populations
can be used in a variety of products for good health and a cleaner
environment.
For individuals of childbear- can cause severe problems. See
ln§ age, these illnesses have your doctor or call the Chatham
even greater impli cations. If a County Health Department
Pregnant woman is infected with (356-2441) for more informa
rrieasles, th ere is the po ssibility tion about the current immuni
0 Preterm birth . A pregnant zation schedule and how, when,
Ink s pots on cloth csn be
Tuesday, January 27; Dr. J.B. Claiborne of Georgia
w°man infected with mumps and where
you can get your removed with toothpaste. Scrub
and
rinse
thoroughly.
Southern
University will present "The Physiology of pH
may ' lave a spontaneous abor- immunizations. Keep your im
Uo"- Infection with rubella munizations up to date for your
A* Regulation in Fish: The ACID Truth."
pees the mother at risk for de- own protection and the protec
pnngababy with birth defects tion of others.
Thursday, February 5: Representatives of the Fish and
n hearing loss. In a ddition, a
To Your Health!! will feature
Wildlife section at Fort Stewart will speak on
Urt1Ps infection in men can information about your health.
HA,
wildlife management.
Suggestions and comments
jLiXff
TMi*^hi,iS(SWelling,0,he should be sent to Dr. Camille
Seminars are at 12:15 p.m. in Room 103 Hawes Hall.
Tetanus is an illness that Stern, Graduate Program in
Light refreshments are provided by the Biology Club.
Th« first around-ths-world
Cu[,s from
contaminated Nursing (921-5721). E-mail,

Why Do I Need
Those Shots?!!

Upcoming Biology Seminars

Ads- In the person who is not camffle

' in 1924.

1998

Howietxn
Homecoming Schedule of Events
Monday Feb. 2
Sidewalk Chalk Spirit
CompetitionStart the week off with the sidewalk chalk spirit
competition!!! Individuals, groups of friends, or
organizations are all invited to participate. The
group that expresses the most school spirit will
win a cash prize. This offer is only good as long as
supplies last.
Tuesday Feb. 3
Dash For Dollars
Dash for Dollars is a game show that allows
numerous opportunities for students to win. If you
can follow the rules and learn the game you may
just win cash or prizes!

Shera Jackson

Candice J L

Junior Radiolgic Technologies Major
Ebony Coalition- sponsor
Escort: Raoul Gaston

Sophomore Medical 1
Kappa Alpha Pi
Escort: Deric

Wednesday Feb. 4
Amazing Fantasy
Photos
This is the day that all of your fantasies come
true! Why diet or waste your free time working
out when you could have the perfect body in
just 5 minutes!! Have your face photographed
on someone elses body. No matter what your
fantasy is, Amazing Fantasy Photos is there to
provide it - Don't miss out!!!
Thursday Feb. 5
SGA vs. Admin
istration Basketball Game/Pizza Party/
Homecoming Pep Rally
SGA is looking for anyone who is able and willing
to help the students finally wipe out the
administration! If you can't play basketball you
can always come cheer us on!! The greatest
part of the day is the FREE PIZZA!!!

Friday Feb.6
1998 He
The 1998 Homecoming part
cafeteria. The party will feai
Parker, free food, and music,
by being there to cheer the

April Scurry
Sophomore Dental Hygiene Major
Student Am. Dental Hygiene Assoc- sponsor
Escort: Jerry Kline

Saturday Feb. 7
Ho
Women's Game starts
Men's Game Begins at
AASU vs. Columbus State
Come o ut and support tf
to support the Women's te
the 1998 Homecoming (
Men's Half time! Bring a i
Enjoy a fun filled eve
excitement!! GO PIRATES!

_ ___
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Court Conte^ta4aty
Ofits gear's Jfomecomtng
£JReme is

Xew Horizons
Give Blood in the Memorial
College Center on Thursday
January 22 and get a FREE
Homecoming T-shirt!!!

Lawrence

Nicole Rosser

Technology Major
'si- sponsor
ick Smith

Sophmore Biology/Pre-Med Major
AASU Gospel Choir- sponsor
Escort: undecided

Homecoming Party
arty will be held in the
mature co median Todd
ic. Show your support
le AASU Pirates on!

aecoming Game
at 2:00 P.M.
4:00 P.M.
in the Alumni Arena!!
i Pirates! Come early
3m, then stay to watch
ueen crowned during
iend! Bring your kids!
ling of cheers and
!

Alison Herrington
Junior Nursing Major
Phi Mu Sorority- sponsor
Escort: Garrett Ward, MD

Don't Forget to Vote for
Homecoming Queen
January 26-27 from 9-5
Monday and Tuesday
in the Student Activities
Office in the MCC
Must have a validated I.D. to vote.

The Homecoming Queen will
represent your school, so vote!!!
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Court Conte^tant^y
Ofiis gear's Tfomecoming
{JReme is

Homecoming Schedule of Events
Monday Feb. 2
Sidewalk Chalk Spirit
CompetitionStart the week off with the sidewalk chalk spirit
competition!!! Individuals, groups of friends, or
organizations are all invited to participate. The
group that expresses the most school spirit will
win a cash prize. This offer is only good as long as
supplies last.

New Jforizons
Give Blood in the Memorial
College Center on Thursday
January 22 and get a FREE
Homecoming T-shirt!!!

Tuesday Feb. 3
Dash For Dollars
Dash for Dollars is a game show that allows
numerous opportunities for students to win. If you
can follow the rules and learn the game you may
just win cash or prizes!

Shera Jackson

Candice J Lawrence

Junior Radiolgic Technologies Major
Ebony Coalition- sponsor
Escort: Raoul Gaston

Sophomore Medical Technology Major
Kappa Alpha Psi- sponsor
Escort: Derick Smith

Wednesday Feb. 4
Amazing Fantasy
Photos
This is the day that all of your fantasies come
true! Why diet or waste your free time working
out when you could have the.perfect body in
just 5 minutes!! Have your face photographed
on someone elses body. No matter what your
fantasy is, Amazing Fantasy Photos is there to
provide it - Don't miss out!!!
Thursday Feb. 5
SGA vs. Admin
istration Basketball Game/Pizza Party/
Homecoming Pep Rally
SGA is looking for anyone who is able and willing
to help the students finally wipe out the
administration! If you can't play basketball you
can always come cheer us on!! The greatest
part of the day is the FREE PIZZA!!!

Nicole Rosser
Sophmore Biology/Pre-Med Major
AASU Gospel Choir- sponsor
Escort: undecided

Friday Feb.6
1998 Homecoming Party
The 1998 Homecoming party will be held in the
cafeteria. The party will feature comedian Todd
Parker, free food, and music. Show your support
by being there to cheer the AASU Pirates on!

April Scurry
Sophomore Dental Hygiene Major
Student Am. Dental Hygiene Assoc- sponsor
Escort: Jerry Kline

Saturday Feb. 7
Homecoming Game
Women's Game starts at 2:00 P.M.
Men's Game Begins at 4:00 P.M.
AASU vs. Columbus State in the Alumni Arena!!
Come out and support the Pirates! Come early
to support the Women's team, then stay to watch
the 1998 Homecoming Queen crowned during
Men's Half time! Bring a frie nd! Bring your kids!
Enjoy a fun filled evening of cheers and
excitement!! GO PIRATES!!!!

Alison Herrington
Junior Nursing Major
Phi Mu Sorority- sponsor
Escort: Garrett Ward, MD

Don't Forget to Vote for
Homecoming Queen
January 26-27 from 9-5
Monday and Tuesday
in the Student Activities
Office in the MCC
Must have a validated I.D. to vote.

The Homecoming Queen will
represent your school, so vote!!!
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some type f
officer responded to a neighbor- bicycle on the bike rack on his short t
0
would be arrested for criminal hood complainant about an vehicle at 4:30 p.m. while he bank I.D. with a name b ut n 0
no
trespassing.
window behind Ashmore went inside the Baptist Student photo. Again the co mplainant
open
Union. When he returned at tried to explain the p olicy
• The complainant left her purse Hall. Caller also stated that the 5:30 p.m the bike was gone procedure to the subject. T he
on the front table of the Writing screen from the window was from the bike rack. It was a 15/ subject became irate, th rew a
Center at 1:45 p.m. and walked taken off. Upon arrival to the 18 gear mountain bike light blue book at the window and
By Michelle Cobb
out for a few minutes. When back of Ashmore Hall, the in color with blue and yellow stormed out of the building&
While most students andfaculty she returned, it was not there. It screen from the window of stripes on the frame and on the When the officer encountered
the subject, he had a v ery curt
of Armstrong Atlantic State is described as a brown, leather, room 138 and the wood stick spokes.
used
to
keep
the
window
from
attitude
toward the officer. The
Liz
Claiborne
purse.
The
con
University were home for the
•
White
female,
age
27,
stated
officer
explained
the complaint
tents
of
the
purse
included
a
day
opening
was
on
the
ground.
holidays, the campus police
that
at
9
a.m.
someone
took
her
and
the
subject
stated
th at h e
planner,
address
book,
keys
to
stayed quite busy. The follow
book
bag
while
she
was
in
her
didn't
like
the
demeanor.
When
house
and
car,
checkbook,
and
•
A
t
1
0
:
4
1
p
.
m
.
a
n
A
A
S
U
p
o
l
i
c
e
ing criminal activities are from
aerobics
class.
The
bag
conasked
for
his
I.D.
(student
or
wallet.
The
complainant
be
officer
on
foot
pat
r
ol
in
the
quad
the months of December and
tained
two
books,
one
is
drivers
license),
the
subject
said
lieves
checks
#498-500
were
area
noticed
that
the
Video
January.
inside her checkbook. Her Jukebox back access door was Nursing in the Community with he had lost both but n ever filed
driver's
license was in the open. The access door had a a value of $65, the other is any type of report. UponGCIC
December 1.1997
piece of hanger hanging out of Nursing Research with a value / NCIC check, it was re vealed
wallet.
L
.
(hOC T'L/* L.n n1n/\
tnlt
tnO Cll KlOPt kn/1
'
the door. The cashbox from the of $35. The bag also contained that the subject had pnor
• At 12:12 p.m. the victim had a
offenses, one of which b eing,
seizure and passed out inHawes • White female, age 66, slipped machine was missing. The a tape recorder at $55, a day
giving
false information to a
organizer
at
$25
and
a
green
207. Upon arrival of campus and fell while walking up the computer inside the machine
police
officer.
The subject had
change
bag
with
$6
in
it.
police, the victim was con bleachers in theSports Center at was left intact.
two
friends
with
him th at were
scious but too disoriented to 4:50 p.m. She skinned her right
politely
asked
to
step away
January
8.1998
give any information. EMS shin and banged her left knee. December 27.1997
while
the
officer
completed
the
transported the victim to St. Complainant refused medical
investigation.
They
looked
at
•
A
white
male,
age
21,
was
Joseph's Hospital. A witness treatment. During my investi • A black male, age 28, was
the
officer
and
stated
"
are
you
pulled
over
on
Gym
Drive.
His
stated that the victim hit her gation I found that the hand rail acting unruly during a basket
GA. Drivers License number asking us, or telling us?" O nce
back against the classroom wall which she was holding at the ball game in the old Gym. The
came
back suspended from 3- again the officer asked them to
time of the fall was loose and person was asked to leave the
then fell to the floor.
26-97 due to a second D.U.I. step away. They did with a very
unstable.
campus. No further actions was
charge. The offender was placed belligerent attitude. The subject
• Complainant left his Medical
taken at that time.
under arrest and transported to was advised that a report would
Surgery textbook, with a value December 11.1997
Chatham County Jail for pro be filed, and sent him o n h is
December 29.1997
of $80.00, on a desk at the
cessing. His vehicle was re way. Upon reading the NCIC/
second floor of Lane Library. • While on patrol, an AASU
GCIC print out of the s ubject,
leased to his friend.
He stepped out for an hour. police officer noticed pink • An AASU police officer
the officer found that he w as
When he returned, his book was streamers hanging off the ROTC noticed the door of the ROTC • An AASU police officer given a false spelling of the
missing. He stated that his tower in City Park. Unknown tower in City Park was pried. walked up to the Administration subject's first name by the
initials were on the side binder person(s) entered the tower by The tower door was off the Building at 7:40 p.m. and subject himself.
and that the binder was loose. pulling up the chain link fence hinges and the grass was spray observed a black male, age 21,
He notified Southeastern, the from the bottom and crawling painted orange. Sgt. Havens of sitting on the steps. The officer January 10.1998
inside. They left a basketball Army ROTC came with the key. said hello to the subject and then
book buy back company on
inside along with pink survey Once inside there were spray asked him if he was a student • Complainant stated that at
Tuesday, December 2. The
ribbon. There was damage to cans lying around and a rake here, at which time he replied 4:20 p.m. an unknown person
textbook was recovered by the
the base of the tower and to the and stick handle were by the "Yeah, why you want to was loading top soil from the
AASU Bookstore.
fence. Capt. Jones was notified. door.
know?" The officer asked him canal parking lot into a blue
for
his student I.D. He took his pickup. Investigation revealed
December 3.1997
• At 8:27 a.m. an AASU police December 30.1997
student I.D. out and held it in that top soil had indeed been
officer noticed the window was
front of the officers face but taken from this location. T here
• A white female, age 39, stated
broken to dorm 504-C. Upon • Black male, age 37, who refused to let him hold ti. At this is nothing further at this time.
that at 9:10 p.m. she left her
his arrival, the outside pane to works for Evergreen Tree Ser time the subject became ex
Statistics 7th Edition book with
the left bedroom was broken. vice was cutting tree limbs off tremely loud and abusive to- January 12.1998
approximate value of $80.00 in
There was glass below but no
ward the officer. He screamed
the second floor of Lane object in the area that could in front of University Hall at that the officer was harassing
An employee of Southeast
Library. Complainant stated have broken the window. The 10:30 a.m. Due to high winds, a him. Back up was called at this Services was cleaning the Den
that when she returned, un front door was unlocked and limb that was in control of
?nc* Ij16 °^'ce^ tr'e^ to tal Lab
, in the Health ProfesH
known person(s) had taken her cracked open. There was no one Evergreen employee smashed
6
sub
ect
but
the
sub
ect
lons
building at 9:45 p.m. He
window The owner of Z
J
>
J
®
through
a
book. She also stated that she inside and there were no pry
became loud and threatening, found one large orange bag with
Evergreen Tree Service was
had ma rked on the front inside marks on the door.
The officer thought there was a a shoulder strap containing nine
notified to the scene.The damage
page of the book her name.
possibility of bodily harm. The Radio Shack audionic voice
was approximately $200.
subject
was placed under arrest activated five channel transDecember 12.1997
• A white female, age 51, forgot
and transported to the Chatham ceiver with approximate value
the key to her locker that was • White female, age 19, was January 2.1998
of $375.00, and four Procell
County Jail for processing.
located in room 211 of the Fine looking up recipes on America
nine volt batteries with approxi
Arts building. At 2:30 p.m. she On-line at her residence. She • Black female, age 29, states January 9.19QS
mate value of $10.00. Each
requested AASU Police to received a message via on-line that she was walking in the Fine
radio box has some type o f
Armstrong ID onthem. Also in
remove the lock with bolt from Robert Thorton. He gave Arts Auditorium between rows
Complainant states that
E and F and about to enter the black male, age >3, came to the the bag were miscellaneous ear
cutters.
her Hid
his JJUU11C
phone liuuiucr
number aSKlTlg
asking moin oirL
Iltl
•
A
i
7"
"6wamc IU llic
her to call. She called him and
i
7. tnPped on what cashier window of the Adminis- Pieces that were placed m th e
a
p
ared
t0
be so™e lyPe of tration Building at 2:45 p.m. evidence room,
December 5.1997
no one answered. He then f ®
0Ut
et S!1C
called her back. She Stated that
S UP out and asked if his check was in. "Rastafarians are members of a Jamaican me««*
• A black male, age 22, in the she did no, give hhp her phone I 5*
«**
• i
i •
.
««
wavu ?»
uiv =SS5
were estimated to SSSSWSsS
number 20,000 m Jamaica
Sports Center at 6:05 p.m. was number, that he may have *69 u- •
across the aisle, subject for proper I.D. at which cord'«g w Rasiafanan belief, u* only tw^|E
|,
'
hlttina
th#> left side
/4 of
rtf her
Kar neck. timo Via
—1 i
the late EthioDian
emneror HAILE SELA5
Ethiopian emperor
t—
hitting the
time he informed
her «he «had« •lost (originally
trying to recruit followers of, or or Caller I.D. Service.
known as Ras Tafari). and Ethiopiais
She refused medical treatment. it. The complainant then ex true Zion. Rastafarians claim that white Cw'S
some sort of support in refer
preachers and missionaries have perverted dieMr
plained that without proper I.D. tures to conceal the fact that Adam and Jesus
ence to Haile Selassie'*. He was December 21 1QQ7
January
7.1QQ8
she could not release
any black. Their rituals include the use of niarijuf"" ^'
advised to leave AASU prop
the chanting of revivalist hymns. REGGAE row
information to him. The subject is the popular music of the movement.
erty and not to return or he • At 4 p.m. an AASU police
• White male, age 24, left his then left tbe area only to return a Rastafarians, who stress black separatism, hav
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ercised some political influence in Jamaica

Ask Dr. Whitney
.

and discuss it like two mature
adults without bickering and
fighting. Trust me, communica
tion is the key. You'll figure
everything out.

It's obvious that you've °Ut! He tried t0 kiss her!
been trying hard to re-open the ^sfIash—-THAT'S NOT
He d|dn't love you
lines ofcommui-cation between
^
yourself and your girlfriend. It W 6n he WaS fllrting Wlth your
looks like all of your efforts are r°ommate and Lord knows who
in vain. She obviously has seri- else behind your back. He didn't
l0Ve y0U when he lied by deny"
Gus problems if she'll talk to her
boyfriend's friends, but not her !?g, anytbin8 ever happened,
6 S a cbumP and be's trying to
boyfriend. What I think you
make
3 ohumpout of you. I do
should do is stand back and take
bebeve
tbat he s sorry, though,
a look at your relationship, and
S sorry tbat be Sot trapped in
ask yourself if it's all worth it.
If you really do love this girl hls own lie- It's guys like him
keep trying. If you're having tHat give the few good guys left
doubts(which is understand- in the worid a bad name. Here's
able), break it off with her until my su88estion: I think you
Sh°uId make him aPolo8ize t0
she gets her act together. Sweetheart, you are too young and there y°Ur roommate for callin8 her a
^t00 many women in the world bar- then I say you give him the

to an end. After a while, our
apartment turned into the House
Of Horrors. I saw a side of Tiffany that I ne ver knew existed,
and I definetly didn't like it. We
started fighting so much that we
beSan arguing over little stupid
things. I can't take it anymore,
I think it's best that w e not live
together, but I don't know what
to say to her. I'm not moving out
because I lived in the apartment
first, but I don't want to just kick
her out on the street- either. After all, she is my best friend.
Please tell me what to do.
Mary

Dear Dr. Whitney,
I have been logging on to the
Internet a lot lately. A couple of
weeks ago, I met a guyin one of
the chat rooms and we really hit
it off. We send each other e-mail
everyday and we occasionally
talk on the phone. He just recently asked if he could come
here so we can meet face-toface. I really like this guy, but
I'm a little nervous about meeting him. What if he doesn't like
me? What if I don't like him?
I'mjust afraid everything won't
come out the way I expect. What
should I do?
Cyber Babe

Dear Dr. Whitney

of that?

together. She's been having a
lot of personal prob lems lately
, and all I try to do is be there for
her. She pushes me to the side
likel'm the problem. Th at frustrates m e a lot. I try to have a
conversation w ith her, but she
either answers my questions
with qu estions or she talks
circles around me. I c an't win
for losing! I've even gotten my
1 friends to talk to her for me, but
that ge ts me nowhere because
she now talks to them more than
' she does me. I'd break up with

to be stressing over one silly
little girl. Take some initiative
and stop letting her step all over
your emotions. Remember be
assertive and be mature about it
Dear Dr. Whitney
j'm jn a jjtt]e situation My
roommate recently told me that
my boyfriend has been flirting
with her and asked her out. She
says he even tried to kiss her!
Naturally, when I asked him, he
denied everything. He tried so
hard to convince me that she was

her, b ut I th ink I lov e her. I'm lying but eventually he broke
frustrated, confused, and down and told me that she was
clueless as on what to d o. Can telling the truth Here's the
you help?

H=lpleSs,y Devoted

There's no ring on your Dear Mary,
I'm sorry things didn't turn
involved' so there should be no out the way you planned, but
gU^1
'etdng b'm S°- If he re- that usually happens. Best
&'ly did .loVC y0U' be would've friends are best friends because
proved
First, by not doing of their similarities and their difwhat he did in the first place, ferences. When you two moved
But since he did do il'he should in together, your personalities
bave been straight-up with you. began to clash and it started
^°U deserve someone who can blowing up in your face. Everyrespect you enou8h to be honest one has a dark side, and you just
and love you enough to be faith- happened to see Tiffany's while
M" N°l °nly W'U y0U be hap" she WaS livinS with youP'6r ^ guarantee thatk but he has
Have you tried ta,king to Tifa chance t0 fl8ure out what love fany yet? I know its hard to t ell
fmgCr and there are no children

,

.,5
u"
out him. On the other hand, I
feel belraved every time I look
at him. He's apologised over
^
A f u
u
and over agam and told me he
oved me which makes it harder
for me
break up with him.
What should I do'
can

°

pic ure

,

.

emg W'

Blinded By Love

CALIFORNIA BANS SMOKING IN B ARS

Dear Cyber Babe,
Chances are things won't go
the way you expect. You'll either figure he's your one true
love or a demon in disguise,
That's the risk that yo u take. If
you really like him and he likes
you, then you have no reason to
be nervous. Since you've only
talked to him through e-mail and
on the telephone, you know that
he's reaRy interested in the
things that women really want
men to be interested in--your

reaHy 1S" Llke 1 Said before'this

y0ur best friend things that may inner beauty" Plus' 9uite a few
suggestion. Do what hurt her feelings, but sometimes relationships have started from
15 best*
it has to be done. When you talk Internet chat. Yet, if you are you

1S only a
you feel

nroblem I love him so much

3

Helplessly Devoted
F« of all do not, I mean
DO NOT get vni,r fri^nHc in
solved H „
at
, vuivea. Having a middle man
»"Ot.goodidea.lt turns i nto a.
he-said/she-said situation and

PaetII

asked me if she could move into
my apartment. Of course, I
thought it was a great idea. We
could be together all of the time,
I said yes without hesitation.
Everything was going great,
but like all good things it ca me

Ask Dr. Whitney is anew addition to She Inkwell. If you would
like to ask ad vice on a subject,
youmay address your letters to:

Dear Dr. Whitney
I'm having communication
problems with my girlfriend.
We've been going together for
three months and I feel we're as
j close as perfect strangers,
Lately, she hasn't bee n talking
to me and I don 't know why.
, She som etimes ignores me all

THeM„eUOMer30,H

Dear Blinded,
"ne thing is for sure--your
oyfr'®nd 1S definetly a first^lassJERK' You can't honestly
ebeve tbat b*s apologies are
sincere and that he really loves
you. He asked your roommate

*
that's more trouble than its
Plus, you'll have all of
worth
those unnecessary people in
your business. What's the point

c/o The Inkwell
11935 Abercorn St.
Savannah, GA 3 1419, or place
your letters under the door of the
Inkwell Office (ab ove the cafetena) in roo m 202, or in the
Inkwell mailbox in the Student
Activities O ffice on the first
floor of the MCC building.

5
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Dear Dr. Whitney,
Tiffany and I have been best
,
„ u i
c .
f"
gh Sch°01'
whe" »•= s«rted college, I go t
an apartment and Tiffany moved
imo ,he dorms, After a fcw
,
rp.„
. ., ,
»«losT,ffany
to decided that
dorm life wasn t for her and she

t0 her'be h°"eSt ab°Ut y0ur feel"
ings
be tac.fuL For example, maybe you should tell
her that because of all of the ar•
j
u»r•
EL'l,lg ar't! (lohl ing. your fnor., !ship ,s_ be,ng jeopardised,
Maybe it would be best for the
both of you if she would arrange

having any doubts'by 3,1 means>
don;t do it. Don', do wha, yo,
don't want to do and don't let
"him" pressure you If he's as
. r
much of a great guy as you say
he is, then he'll understand if
you don't want to meet him right
now. It's up
to you, so do what
F «j-uu,suuumiai
f
for someplace else to Uve Af- you think is b est for you. Have
ter that, you two can sit down fun and be careful.
,,
, , , , , , ,, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,

Age Happens....
from Wodize
A man has reached middle age
when he is cautioned to slow
down by his doctor instead of by
the police.
You know you're into middle
age when you realize that cau
tion is the only thing you care to
exercise.
I don't date women my age.
There aren't any. (Milton Berle)
My grandmother's 90; she's dat
ing a man 93. They never ar
gue: they can't hear each other.
As an 80-year-old woman, I only
hear "woo woo" when I'm riding
in an ambulance.
At my age, "getting a little ac
tion" means I don't need to take
a laxative.
I have my 87th birthday coming
up, and people ask me what I'd
most appreciate getting. I tell
them: a paternity suit.
(George Burns)
I'm at the age where food has
taken the place of sex in my life.
In fact, I've just had a mirror put
over my kitchen table.
(Rodney Dangerfield)
Don't worry about avoiding
temptation. As you grow older,
it will avoid you.

The Jews Take on
the Pope
About a century or two ago,
the Pope decided that all the
Jews had to leave Rome. Natu
rally there was a big uproar from
the Jewish community. So the
Pope made a deal. He would
have a religious debate with a
member of the Jewish commu
nity. If the Jew won, the Jew
could stay. If the Pope won, the
Jews would leave. The Jews re
alized that they had no choice.
So they picked a middle-aged
man named Moishe to represent
them. Moishe asked for one ad
dition to the debate. To make it
more interesting, neither side
would be allowed to talk. The
Pope agreed. The day of the
great debate came. Moishe and

the Pope sat opposite each other
for a full minute before the Pope
raised his hand and showed three
fingers. Moishe looked back at
him and raised one finger. The
Pope waved his fingers in a
circle around his head. Moishe
pointed to the ground where he
sat. The Pope pulled out a wafer
and a glass of wine. Moishe
pulled out an apple. The Pope
stood up and said, "I give up.
This man is too good. The Jews
can stay." An hour later, the car
dinals were all around the Pope
asking him what had happened.
The Pope said, "First I held up
three fingers to represent the
Trinity. He responded by hold
ing up one finger to remind me
that there was still one God com
mon to both our religions. Then
I waved my finger around me to
show him that God was all
around us. He responded by
pointing to the ground and
showing that God was also right
here with us. I pulled out the
wine and wafer to show that God
absolves us from our sins. He
pulled out an apple to remind me
of original sin. He had an answer
for everything. What could I
do?" Meanwhile, the Jewish
community had crowded around
Moishe. "What happened?" they
asked. "Well," said Moishe,
"First he said to me that the Jews
had three days to get out of here.
I told him that not one of us was
leaving. Then he told me that
this whole city would be cleared
of Jews. I let him know that we
were staying right here."
"And then?" asked a woman. "I
don't know," said Moishe, "He
took out his lunch and I took out
mine.

What the Doctor says /
What the Doctor really
means... from Scuipt2

"Let me check your medical his- "How are we today?"
" Why don t you slip out of y0(,r
"I feel great. You, on the things."

tory»

"I want to see if you've paid other hand, look like hell."
your last bill before spending
any more time with you."
"I'd like to prescribe a new
drug."
"Why don't we make another
"I'm writing a paper and
appointment later in the week." would like to use you for a
"I'm playing golf this after- guinea pig."
noon,-or- "I need the money, so
I'm charging you for another of- "If it doesn't clear up in a week,
fice visit."
give me a call."
"I don't know what the hell
"I really can't recommend see- it is. Maybe it will go away by
ing a chiropractor."
itself."
"I hate those guys mooching in on our fees."
"That's quite a nasty looking

wound "

'Tlmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm"
"I think I may throw up."
Since he hasn't the faintest
idea of what to do, he is trying "This may smart a little."
to appear thoughtful while hop"Last week two patients bit
ing the nurse will interrupt.
through thier tongues."
(Proctologists also say this
alot.)
"Well, we're not feeling so well
today, are we?"
"We have some good news and
"I can't remember your
some bad news."
name, nor why you are here."
The good news is he's going to buy that new BMW, and "This should fix you up."
the bad news is you're going to
"The drug salesman guaranpay for it.
teed that it kills all symptoms."

"I haven't had a good laugh
all day,"
"If those symptoms persist, call
for an appointment."
"I've never heard of a ny.
thing so disgusting. Thank God
I'm off next week."
"There is a lot of that g oing
around."
"My God, thats the third one
this week. I'd better learn something about this."
.

The Here After
Fred's convertible glided to a
halt on the edge of a lo nely
country road,
"I s uppose," said his pretty but
reluctant date, "you're going to
pull the old 'out of gas' routine,"

"No," said Fred, "I'm going to
pull the 'here after' routine."
"The 'here after' routine
what's that?", she wanted to
know.

"Let's see how it develops."
"Everything seems to be nor"Maybe in a few days it will mal."
"If you're not here after what I'm
grow into something that can be
"I guess I can't buy that new here after, you'll be here after I'm
cured."
beach condo after all."
gone."
"Let me schedule you for some "I'd like to run some more tests."
You can e-mail your fortests-"
"I can't figure out what's
.
.•
warded
"I have a 40% intrest in the wrong. Maybe the kid in the lab
funnies t0 the inkweH
lab."
can solve this one."
inkwell@mailgate.armstrong.edo
"I'd like to have my associate "Do you suppose all of this stress
look at you.
could be affecting your nerves?"
"He's going through a messy
He thinks you are crazy and
divorce and owes me a small is hoping to find a psychiatrist
fortune."
wh0 will split fees.

CHAOS by Brian Sriuster

"This should be taken care of
right away."
"I'd planned a trip to Hawaii
next month but this is so easy
and profitable that I want to fix
it before it cures itself."

"With this ring I the e wed

"Welllllll, what have we here..."
Since he hasn't the foggiest
notion of what it is, the Doctor
is hoping you will give him a
clue.
"We'll see."
"First I have to check my
malpractice insurance."

((AJ4L+

"Nice and easy. I don't want to have to use this."

"This the third handout thi
week. You're beginning t<
remind me of my kids!"

©mm®t]om©©ffiQ@mi3s
Keyboard lecturerecital
On Thursday, 12 February, at
10:00 a. m., the Savannah
Chapter of Georgia Music
Teachers' A ssociation will
present a lecture-recital on
early keyboard instruments in
Room 132 of the Music
Building. Gene Jarvis, who
is a Staff Accompanist in the
Music Department, will dem
onstrate three important key
board i nstruments: clavi
chord, harpsichord and
fortepiano. You are invited to
attend.

Winter Quarter Intramurals
Soccer Meeting
Thurs. Jan. 22
Free Throw Contest
Thes. Feb. 3
Three-Point Shot
Contest
Tues. Feb. 17
Singles Tennis
Thurs. Feb. 26
Weight-Lifting
Contest
Thurs. Feb 26
Golf Tournament Sign up Tues Feb. 24
rues. March %

For more information
Call 921-2080
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AASU Hours of Operation
Pool- Aquatics and Recreation Center (through men's
or women's locker rooms)

M-F 12:00p.m.- 1:25p.m.

T/Th 7:30p.m.-9:30p.m. Sat/Sun l:00p.m.-5:00p.m.

Weight Room- Sports Center. M-F 6:00a.m.-8:00a.m.
and 12:00 p.m.-9:00p.m. T/Th 12:00p.m.-8:30p.m.
Sat/Sun 1:00p.m.-5:00p.m.

Tennis Courts- Always open unless there is a class or
previously scheduled event.

Cafeteria- M-F(Breakfast) 7 00a.m.-10:00a.m.
(Continental) 10:00a.m.-10:30a.m.
(Lunch) ll:00a.m.-2:00p.m.

(Limited Service) 2:00p.m.-4:00p.m.
determine needs during the tour
(Dinner) 4:00p.m.-7:00p.m. Fri. 4:00p.m.-6:00p.m.
nament and find ways to make the
temporary tournament needs not Sat. Chik-fil-a 12:00p.m.-12:30p.m.
comflict with student class needs Sun.(Dinner) 4:30p.m.-5:30p.m.
The British Studies Pro and activities that regularly go on
There wi ll be an exhibition of gram is open to all college and in the building.
Library- M-Th 7:30a.m.-11:00p.m.
sculpture by Bruce E. Little, an university students in good
Concessions-Sara Connor re
associate professor of art at academic standing. Up to 12 ported that she will be recruiting Fri. 7:30a.m. 5:00p.m.
Georgia Southern, tit led Rem quarter hours of credit is avail the "best" workers for the conces Sat. 10:00a.m.-7:00p.m. Sun. 12:00p.m.-11:00p.m.
nants of a Forgotten People able. Application deadline is sion area because they would be
Suite. His work is inspired by March 1, 1998. Contact Dr. having the most "fun." Let Sara
Student Affairs- Second Floor MCC.
the ideas and forms of primal Richard Nordquist at 921-5626 know if you qualify for her team.
M-F 8:00a.m.-5:00p.m.
cultures. It will be held on Janu for details.
Sara Connor and Ellen Struck will
ary 5 to January 3 0 from 9:00
The trip begins on June 21, get a brief orientation to the Con
A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Monday and runs through July 26,1998. cession Area in the nextfew days. Student Activities- First Floor MCC.
through Friday. There will be The group is limited to 16
T-Shirts-Eddie Aenchbacher M-Th 8:00a.m.-8:00p.m. Fri. 8:00a.m.-5:00p.m.
a Reception and Gallery Talk people, so apply early to ensure announced that he is still looking
on Thursday, January 22 from a space!
for a few sponsors for theT shirts.
Student ID'S- MCC second floor. M/W 9:00a.m.Noon until 1:30 P.M. The ex
If you have suggestions, let him
10:00a.m., 12:00p.m.-2:00p.m., 4:00p.m.- 6:00p.m.
hibit will be held in the Fine Arts
know.
Gallery a t Armstrong Atlantic
Tickets-Dan Harrell and T/Th 9:00a.m.-10:00a.m., 11:00a.m.- 2:00p.m., 4:00p.m.State Un iversity. There is no
Brad Burnett reported that they 6:00p.m. Fri. 12:00p.m.- 1:00p.m.
admission f ee. Contact: 927have worked out procedures for
5325.
the handling of money during
Administration- M-Th 8:15a.m.-6:00p.m.
ticket sales. They distributed a
handout showing the procedures Fri. 8:15a.m -5:00p.m.
Arts on the River
for these volunteers.
Festival Exhibition
The AASU Peach Belt
Art Exhibit-It was an Financial Aid- M-Th 8:15a.m.-6:00p.m.
nounced
that Jan Jones and Katie Fri. 8:15a.m.- 6:00p.m.
Tournament
Steering
commit
Opportunity:
tee met on Thursday, January Humphrey will work with John
16 at 1:30 in the Sports Cen Schmidt to coordinate the student
20th Annual Arts on the ter. Joe Buck chaired the meet art exhibit during the tournament. Computer Lab- M-Th 7:30a.m.-l 1:00p.m. Fri.
Competition-A1 Harris will 7:30a.m.-5:00p.m. Sat. 12:00p.m.- 5:00p.m. Sun.
ing. Handouts were distributed
River Festival
act as liaison to the PBAC VPs 2:00p.m.- 11:00p.m.
that
enumerated
many
of
the
May 9 and 10 1998 tasks still to be accomplished for Student Affairs who are coor
Outdoor juried exhibition. Open
dinating the dance team, pep
before the tournament.
Writing Center- located in Gamble Hall.
to vendors: fine crafts, jewelry,
Hospitality-Mike Lariscy band, mascot and cheerleader
sculpture, glass, clay, wood,
M-Th 8:00a.m.- 8p.m. Fri. 8:00a.m.- 2:00p.m.
reported for the Hospitality competition.
metal, fiber, paper, mixed media.
Volunteers-Ellen Struck re Sat. 10:00p.m.- 2:00p.m.
Room Committee and an
Cash and Purchase awards.
ported
that we need to start re
nounced that they are solicit
Deadline: March 1st
ing funds from major donors- cruiting volunteers immediately. Math Tutorial- Second Floor Lane Library. M-F
Tee: $50 entry fee
i.e. Nike, Adidas, Coke and a The decision was made not to use
8:00a.m. - 2:00p.m. M- Th. 5:00p.m. - 7:00p.m.
grocery chain. They have al high school students but we will
Send SASE for prospectus to:
ready been successful with two definitely want to use AASU stu
Department of Cultural
Reading Lab- posted on the audio visual desk in
sponsors and are still working dents who can volunteer time.
Affairs/Arts on the River
If
you
wish
to
volunteer
your
Lane Library
on others.
p-0- Box 1027
Facilities-Joe Buck asked that self or a student, call Ellen Struck
Savannah, Georgia 31402
Mike Lariscy,Bill Kelso, and in Human Resources.
^Corrections in hours may be sent to: inkwell@mailgate. armstrong.edu
°f call (912) 651-4248
Dennis Rauch meet together to

Sculpture Exhibit 1998 British Studies
by Bruce E . Little Program offers Sum
mer Study in London
atAASU

AASU Peach Belt
Basketball
Tournament Seeks
Volunteers!
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SGA Members met with the planning committee to discuss the future of AASU. Construction of dorms,
a parking garage, and safety concerns of night students were a few of the topics discussed.

Fraternity Member gives secret sign to bothers, while attending the
planning committee meeting in Ashmore Hall the first week of school.

Finalists in the Blizzard of Bucks contest sponsored by the Campus Union Board. Over 1?0 was£
away to students willing to brave embarassment in front of their peers.
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Can you say "Chubby Bunnies"? Blizzard of Bucks contestants
stuffed Marshmallows in cheeks and drank OJ from baby bottles in
aa attempt to win money.

Buck up and catch some dough. This luckv
s
Ills lucky lady took home over $<57 in tax free cash.
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On our best behavior? What do you think?
Name:.
Phone:
Return to the Inkwell Office in room 202 of the MCC, by Feb. 5, or drop

11. Did these organizations teach morals and/or manners?

off in the Student Activities Office. Results published in Feb 19, edition.

12. Were you raised primarily at home by caregivers, or in a day care?

1. Please circle the response in each group that best identifies you.
a. Faculty
c.age: 16-25

Student
26-34

Staff

Visitor

35-40ish

b. Male

Female

11. If in a day care. At what age did you first begin attending?

over40ish

2. What method of punishment/correction best describes what your
caregivers used on you to discourage bad behavior? If more than one
method was used place a 1 by the most used, 2 by second most used, etc.
Spanking

Talking

Time-out

Screaming

Threatening

Taking away privileges (no TV or phone)

3. Do you think your parents methods of punishment/correction were
effective at controlling your bad behaviors? Why?

12. Would you have preferred to stay at home with your caregivers or
attend day care?

13. Are you very close with your parents/ care givers?

14. Do you feel as if you could discuss anything with your parents?
15. If you had to ask your parents for help, and both parents are/were
still alive. Which one would you go to first? Why?

4. Thinking back to when you were a child, what best describes
the method in which morning meals were consumed?
a. Everyone sat down at the table and ate a prepared meal.

16. If you got in trouble, who would you rather punish you, your mom
or dad? Why?

b. Everyone prepared their own meal and ate on their own.
c. We did not eat breakfast.
d. Just grabbed a snack and ran.

5. Did your parents/care givers ever correct you for not using proper
table manners? Yes or No

17. Were either of your parents in the military when you were growing
up? If yes, which parent(s).

18. If you had told your child not toleave the house without tellingyou,
and he/she did so anyway. How would you handle it?

Elbows off table?
Don't chew/talk with your mouth open?.
Use your napkin to wipe your mouth?
Don't slurp- sip your drink or soup?
6. Did you use proper table manners when eating out, or with friends?
7. Do you think things like table manners are important or unimpor
tant? Why?

19. How would you handle a child who was "pitching a fit" if a public
place like the store?

20. Have you ever bought achild something you toldthem they couldn't
have? Why?

8. How are evening meals consumed in your home?
Mostly eat in front of the television
Sit down at the table with full place setting.

21. Some Psychiatrists say that spanking is ineffective and only serves
to teach the child to react violently to control unpleasant situations.
Agree or Disagree?

Eat out- don't eat meals at home"
9. Do you regularly attend religious services, formal meetings, or events
that require you to behave respectfully or remain quiet through most
of the service?
Yes or No As Youth?
As Adult?
10. Were you ever a member of an organization such as the boy or girl
scouts?

22. Would/do you spank your child?
23. Do you think it works?
24. Who is most responsible for teaching proper behavior patterns in
America?
25. Who should be most responsible?
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Your Horoscope by Natasha
ARIES (March 21 lo April 19) It's
a great week for visiting with friends.
Though you're in top form in present
ing your ideas, some you deal with
may be evasive or guarded in their
opinions.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)
You'll want time for some private
concerns. In fact, time by yourself
leads to insightful thinking. It's a
good time to shop, but you may be a
tad critical over the weekend.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20)
There's a decided accent on leisure
interests. You may take up a new
hobby; others will meet with a new
romance. Guard against careless
spending over the weekend.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) The
early part of the week will bring wel
come career developments, but later,
you may run into a few snags. Details
need special tending. Accent family
life this weekend.
LEO (July 23 to August 22)
Though it's a great week for couples
to go out somewhere together, you
could spoil things. You're too fixed in
your way of thinking and perhaps
overly critical of others.
VIRGO (August 23 to September
22) It's a good time to meet with
bankers and deal with residential con
cerns. Work i nterests should also go
well. Try to avoid frivolous spending
over the weekend.
LIBRA (September 23 to October
22) It's a good week to meet with a
child's teachers. Partners work well
as a team, but at work, you may get
bogged down with details. Don't
dally over inconsequentials.
SCORPIO (October 23 to
November 21) Things will progress
nicely for you in business this week.
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Leold

www.leold.com
by Roger and Salem Salloom© 1997
Breaking up with my
girlfriend was terrible. We broke
up in the beginning of a series of
long, dark, cold winter nights.
I began to muscle spasms in
my back and develop a facial
twitch.

but a partner or relative may feel
you're not paying them enough atten
tion. Try to save time this weekend
for close ties.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) You and a partner
think alike this week. However,
mixed trends affect your social pic
ture this weekend. A minor difference
may arise with a friend or you meet
with envy.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to
January 19) Research about invest
ment matters leads to good insights
this week. Behind-the-scenes moves
are favored in business, but guard
against flippant speech this weekend.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 18) A new cultural interest
may intrigue you this week. Treat
higher-ups with the proper respect.
Social life is fun, but be sure to meet
a partner halfway this weekend.
PISCES (February 19 to March
20) An early start this week puts you
ahead of the competition. Be alert for
new opportunities. You shouldn't dis
cuss your financial affairs with a
friend who talks too much.
© 1998 King Features Synd., Inc.

Cape Disappointment in W ashington averages 2,552 hours or 106
complete days of heavy fog per year.

R.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND
WHICH IS IN THE

i w allet in my
POCKETBOOK...

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS

Love is a powerful thing. It
can climb mountains, swim
oceans,... play chess.
I'll never forget her.
She was so soft. Her sister
was so soft. Her goldfish were so
soft. They were big enough to
take out of the tank and squeeze.
They never complained. I loved
those little orange fish.
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KING CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Ball in a
gum?
4 Radarscreen
image
8 Crazes
12 Actress
Gardner
13 Trouba
dour's
instrument
14 First ltr.
15 Journey
segment
16 Bakery
worker
17 Sicilian
spouter
18 Quite rare
21 Sanctions
22 June
honoree
23 Opinions
26 Tarzan's
son
27 Mighty
tree
30 Author
Ferber
31 Eccentric
32 Leave at
the altar
33 Young Mr.
Lincoln
34 Adhesive
35 Muscle
injuries
36 Foun
dation
37 Sermon
subject
38 Very long
odds
45 Living
room piece
46 Lovers'
quarrel
47 Actress

Susan
48 End 46
Across?
49 Total
receipts
50 Mined find
51 Coin
aperture
52 "Rose
bud," e.g.
53 Staff

•DOWN

1 Head light
2 It takes
the cake
3 Senate
employee
4 Gets some
shut-eye?
5 "Star Wars"
director
6 Particular
7 Transpar

ent green
gem
8 Occupation

9 Con
10 Pebbles'
pet
11 Ollie's pal
19 Hawkeye
State
20 Nonclerical
23 He's seen
some sick
puppies
24 Greek peak
25 Tackle's
teammate
26 Loafer
27 Lubricate
28 Entire
29 Chess pes.
31 You can't
pin any

thing on
them
32 Hera's
counter
part
34 Hair salon
gunk
35 Set in
combat
36 Wild party

37 He hasn't
a leg to

stand on

38 Invites
39 Drudgery

40 In that case
41 Milky white
mineral
42 Stench
43 Pianist
Peter

44 Kept
watch on

